Cafes
Designs for new builds and refurbishment/rebuilds

Café in heritage listed building with modern building add on

Café Projects too may to list, a sample of variety
-

Athol Place Brisbane QLD*

-

Myers Café Sunshine Plaza QLD

-

Coffee Anda Woodend QLD

-

Blue room Stradbroke Island QLD

-

Oski Café Coolum QLD

-

Palm Beach Surf Club*

-

Howard Springs NT

-

Jonathan M Patisserie Coolum QLD

Redesign refurbishment café bakery

Working with and for:

*to

-

Mode Desi gn

-

AECOM

b e c o n s t r u c t ed

We take on complex projects including refurbishments that others simply
wont due the complex nature of the project.
Cafes inherently can be difficult design briefs, clients often offering a large
variety of menu items which adds to the equipment and costs and in most
cases the designs have to be worked into a space allocations that is simply ‘a
left over space that we thought would make a great café!’
Compromises need to be met to compensate for the lack of space available,
compact efficient appliances capable of multi-tasking with high speed service
without requiring large expensive mechanical air and or hydraulic
infrastructure that can quickly render a project commercially non-viable.
Small features such as allocations for waste recycling systems are always
provided to clients wanting to take environmentally conscious direction in
their business. Truncated bench corners for OHS purposes.
Attention to detail to the smallest detail and measurement is critical in the
spatially challenged designs, it is this detail that will allow the
builder/shopfitter to complete the project in a timely and accurate fashion.
The same detail makes a big difference to the operator’s efficiency
and Compliance to ANZFSA 3.2.3 code.
Detailed specification schedules allow for an accurate budgeting and
procurement process.
We have worked on many small cafes over the years from partial
refurbishments to compete designs.

